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Crystal structure and fluorescence properties of the iSpinach
aptamer in complex with DFHBI

PABLO FERNANDEZ-MILLAN, ALEXIS AUTOUR, ERIC ENNIFAR, ERIC WESTHOF, and MICHAEL RYCKELYNCK
Université de Strasbourg, CNRS, Architecture et Réactivité de l’ARN, UPR 9002, F-67000 Strasbourg, France

ABSTRACT

Fluorogenic RNA aptamers are short nucleic acids able to specifically interact with small molecules and strongly enhance their
fluorescence upon complex formation. Among the different systems recently introduced, Spinach, an aptamer forming a
fluorescent complex with the 3,5-difluoro-4-hydroxybenzylidene imidazolinone (DFHBI), is one of the most promising. Using
random mutagenesis and ultrahigh-throughput screening, we recently developed iSpinach, an improved version of the
aptamer, endowed with an increased folding efficiency and thermal stability. iSpinach is a shorter version of Spinach,
comprising five mutations for which the exact role has not yet been deciphered. In this work, we cocrystallized a reengineered
version of iSpinach in complex with the DFHBI and solved the X-ray structure of the complex at 2 Å resolution. Only a few
mutations were required to optimize iSpinach production and crystallization, underlying the good folding capacity of the
molecule. The measured fluorescence half-lives in the crystal were 60% higher than in solution. Comparisons with structures
previously reported for Spinach sheds some light on the possible function of the different beneficial mutations carried by iSpinach.
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INTRODUCTION

The discovery of naturally fluorescent proteins had a pro-
found impact on biology by making it possible to track pro-
teins in the cell, but also monitoring gene expression as well
as devising new innovative fluorogenic sensors (Enterina
et al. 2015; Mishin et al. 2015). Even though no naturally
fluorescent RNA has been discovered yet, several artificial flu-
orogenic RNAs have been developed. These RNAs are short
nucleic acids able to specifically interact with small molecules
that become fluorescent upon complex formation. This ca-
pacity of an RNA molecule to light up a fluorogenic dye
was first demonstrated with the aptamer selected to specifi-
cally interact with malachite green (Grate and Wilson
1999), which was later found to be able to efficiently activate
the fluorescence of triphenylmethane dyes (Babendure et al.
2003). Since then, a variety of alternative fluorogenic dye/
RNA aptamer couples have been developed (Dolgosheina
and Unrau 2016; Ouellet 2016; Pauff et al. 2017). Similarly
to fluorescent proteins, fluorescent RNAs have a wide appli-
cation spectrum (e.g., live-cell gene expression imaging
[Guet et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2015], biosensing of proteins
[Song et al. 2013], nucleic acids [Sato et al. 2015; Aw et al.
2016; Huang et al. 2017; Ong et al. 2017], or evenmetabolites
[Nakayama et al. 2012; Paige et al. 2012; Kellenberger et al.

2013, 2015a,b; Sharma et al. 2014; You et al. 2015; Bose
et al. 2016; Hallberg et al. 2016; Su et al. 2016; Wang et al.
2016]), and one can anticipate their significant impact on
RNA biology.
Among the variety of fluorogenic aptamers currently

known, Spinach is the best characterized and the most widely
used. This RNA was originally identified by in vitro selection
of aptamers for their capacity to interact with the 3,5-
difluoro-4-hydroxybenzylidene imidazolinone (DFHBI), a
GFP-mimicking dye that is nontoxic, bio-orthogonal, and
cell permeable (Paige et al. 2011). Further engineering of
the original aptamer allowed the development of Spinach 2,
a molecule with increased folding properties and thermal
stability (Strack et al. 2013). Structural characterization of
both DFHBI-binding aptamers revealed that they are orga-
nized around a three-tier G-quadruplex core forming the
bottom layer of the DFHBI-binding pocket that accommo-
dates the dye in planar conformation (Huang et al. 2014;
Warner et al. 2014). The remainder of the DFHBI-binding
pocket consists of a top layer made of a base-triple while
the side of the dye establishes interactions with nucleobases.
Despite the tight accommodation of the dye and the im-
proved properties of Spinach 2, we recently found that the
folding properties of the aptamer were still suboptimal
(Autour et al. 2016). To further optimize Spinach RNA, we
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generated mutant libraries and screened them for brighter
and better folding mutants using our recently introduced
microfluidic-assisted in vitro compartmentalization pipeline
(Ryckelynck et al. 2015). During this process we used selec-
tion pressures (i.e., warming, complete absence of K+ and
use of Na+ instead) aimed at challenging RNA structural
stability, especially that of the G-quadruplex core (Autour
et al. 2016). Sequence analysis of the most fluorescent mu-
tants allowed us to identify several beneficial mutations, of
which the five displaying the highest effect were combined
into the same aptamer. Further engineering the molecule
led to an improved Spinach molecule (iSpinach), a DFHBI-
binding aptamer forming a fluorescent complex that is char-
acterized by a high thermal stability, a reduced salt-sensitiv-
ity, and an increased brightness. Interestingly, none of the
selected mutations occurred in the DFHBI-binding pocket,
suggesting that they may primarily have an effect on aptamer
folding.
In the present work, we determined the crystal structure of

iSpinach in complex with the DFHBI to gain insight into the
role of the different mutations introduced in the aptamer.
Our data indicate that, as anticipated, the mutations act at

the structural level by compacting and stabilizing the struc-
ture of the aptamer. More specifically, we found that the re-
placement of an AoA base pair interacting via a single
hydrogen bond and connecting the G-quadruplex to the he-
lix distal from the DFHBI-binding site by a GoG base pair
forming aWatson–Crick/Hoogsteen interaction allows a bet-
ter coordination of potassium by the G-quadruplex through
the formation of a water-mediated network.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Molecular engineering and crystallogenesis

The original iSpinach aptamer was first reengineered to opti-
mize its production and to promote intermolecular interac-
tions during the crystallization process. First, the double
mutation C2G/C5G was introduced at the 5′ end of the se-
quence of all the constructs to increase the in vitro transcrip-
tion reaction yield (Supplemental Fig. S1) by providing an
optimal internal transcription sequence to the enzyme; the
consequence was only the inversion of the Watson–Crick
base pair C=G by G=C in the basal stem (Fig. 1). Second,

FIGURE 1. Structural organization of iSpinach and its crystallized mutant. (A) Secondary structure of iSpinach. (B) Secondary structure of iSpinach-
D5-G30–A32. On both models, the beneficial mutations combined to obtain iSpinach are shown and circled in red, while those introduced to increase
the transcription rate of the molecule and promote its crystallization are shown in orange. (C) Crystal structure of iSpinach-D5-G30–A32. The res-
idues are shown using the same color code used on secondary structure models. Potassium ions are shown as yellow spheres.

Crystal structure of iSpinach/DFHBI complex
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the second position of the UUCG tetraloop capping the api-
cal hairpin was varied (UNCG motif) in order to promote
intermolecular contacts in the crystal and favor the crystalli-
zation success. Finally, it is reported that the two base pairs
proximal to the UNCG may affect its folding and stability
(Molinaro and Tinoco 1995; Davis and Znosko 2007).
Therefore, we assayed both the original base pair C=G and
a G=C mutant. All tested constructs conserved intact fluoro-
genic properties and several of them cocrystallized in the
presence of DFHBI (Supplemental Tables S1, S2), especially
iSpinach-D5-G30–A32, which yielded crystals diffracting at a
resolution of 2–2.4 Å, a resolution exceeding that obtained in
previous studies. Remarkably, iSpinach readily crystallized
without the assistance of a protein as reported previously
(Huang et al. 2014), underlying the improved folding capac-
ity of the aptamer. This makes iSpinach the first DFHBI-
binding aptamer crystallized in its native state with minor se-
quence changes and without the need for sequence insertion
(Huang et al. 2014) or cleavage (Warner et al. 2014).

As a quality control, we first verified the fluorescence of the
crystallized iSpinach-D5-G30–A32/DFHBI complex by fish-
ing one crystal from each crystallization condition and, after
washing, imaging the crystal by epi-fluorescence microscopy
(Fig. 2A). We then evaluated the photostability of crystal and
soluble complexes by placing them within a capillary under
continuous illumination at DFHBI excitation wavelength
(i.e., 475 nm) while monitoring fluorescence decay (Fig.
2B). To avoid artifactual fluorescence recovery of the soluble
complex through the diffusion of fluorescent complexes from
a nonilluminated area of the capillary, the solution of RNA/
DFHBI complex was encapsulated into 100 pL water-in-oil
droplets using a microfluidic droplet generator (Anna et al.
2003) and the resulting emulsionwas loaded into the capillary
(Fig. 2A). As expected from the difference in local concentra-
tion, the fluorescence intensity of the crystallized complex
largely exceeded that of the soluble complex. Nevertheless,
normalizing the fluorescence to that of the starting exposure
time revealed that both types of complexes displayed similar
fluorescence half-life, with the crystallized form having a fluo-
rescence half-life only twice higher than the soluble one (Fig.
2B). Moreover, we observed that crystals melted and cracked
during the experiment, suggesting conformational changes
consistent with a DFHBI photo-inactivation model in which
the dye isomerizes upon illumination and is rapidly ejected
from the aptamer (Han et al. 2013). Altogether, these results
suggest that the crystallized form of the complex is represen-
tative of its native state in solution.

Crystal structure of the complex

The iSpinach-D5-G30–A32 molecule folds into an 80.5 Å
long double-stranded hairpin, containing in its center a G-
quadruplex surrounded by two sets of coaxially stacked heli-
cal stems. The hairpin is capped by a tetraloop composed of
UACG, from U31 to G34, that adopts a conventional fold for

UNCG loops where G34 interacts with the ribose edge of U31
with an extra H-bond to the A32 ribose (Ennifar et al. 2000).
Moreover, C33 (N4) forms an H-bond to an anionic A32 ox-
ygen atom. Therefore, as initially expected, modulating the
sequence of this tetraloop promoted crystal packing since
the exposed A32 forms a base-pair kissing contact with a
neighboring iSpinach molecule (Supplemental Fig. S2D).
Besides A32, U43 and A48 are also exposed to the solvent
and involved in the crystal packing. Both U43 and A48
from two different neighboring molecules and related by

FIGURE 2. Fluorescence properties of the iSpinach-D5-G30–A32/
DFHBI crystallized complex. (A) Micrographs of crystals and droplets.
Micrographs of the crystals were taken while they were in the crystalli-
zation plate or loaded into the capillary and observed under visible light
or in epi-fluorescence mode. The conditions in which the crystal was
grown or the droplets prepared (MPD or Li2SO4) are indicated under
the corresponding column. (∗) MPD crystallization conditions were
32% MPD, 40 mM NaCl, 40 mM sodium cacodylate pH 7.0 and 12
mM spermine. (∗∗) Li2SO4 crystallization conditions were 1.9 M
Li2SO4, 50 mM MES pH 5.6, 5 mM MgCl2. (B) Fluorescence decay
monitoring. The fluorescence of the crystals or the droplets was moni-
tored along the time. The values were relativized to that of the first mea-
surement point, and an exponential decay was fit to the data to compute
the fluorescence half-life (values given in the legend of the plot).
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crystallographic symmetry are interacting together by a dou-
ble set of interactions: first through stacking interaction and
second by H-bonds between hydroxyl A48(O2′) and U43
(O4). At the same time, U43 and A48 have contacts with a
third molecule: U43(O2) interacts with G19(N2), A48(N1)
with G55(O2′), and A48 (N1) with G55(N3) by H-bonds
(Supplemental Fig. S2E). Finally, the first base pair of the
basal stem, G1=C69, interacts through stacking interaction
with the homologous base pair of another RNA molecule
(Supplemental Fig. S2F).
The functional core of iSpinach-D5-G30–A32 is located at

the center of the molecule and defines the DFHBI binding
site. The core is composed of two structural groups: an en-
semble of three quadruplex layers and one layer of triple
base pairs, with the DFHBI being sandwiched in between
these two structural groups.
The quadruplexes are composed of two regular G-quartet

layers and a third mixed layer (Fig. 3). In the double G-quar-
tet layer, the top layer (layer 1) is defined by the interaction of
G20 and G16 with an anti glycosyl conformation, while G46
and G51 are in the syn glycosyl conformation. The second
quartet (layer 2) is composed of G49 in the anti glycosyl con-
formation with G15, G19, and G53 in the syn glycosyl confor-
mation. The third layer, below layer 2, is a mixed sequence
tetrad (layer 3) in which C18 and G55 bind as a Watson–

Crick pair with, in addition, U47 pairing with C18 in the
anti glycosyl conformation and U54 in the syn glycosyl con-
formation binding G55. Using anomalous data collected at
1.8 Å wavelength ( f′′ ∼ 1.5 ē), the nature and position of po-
tassium ions were unambiguously confirmed by peaks at 6−
σ level in anomalous difference maps. A first potassium ion
(K1) with octahedron coordination is found in between the
first two layers, in agreement with the previous structural
studies (Huang et al. 2014; Warner et al. 2014). Moreover,
we identified a second potassium ion (K2) located between
“layers 2 and 3.” This ion also has an octahedron coordina-
tion through the participation of a water molecule (W1) fixed
by the bases of “layer 3” with the participation of G14 and
G56 (Fig. 3), two mutations specific of iSpinach (see below).
The second structural motif forming the DFHBI-binding

site is a triple base pair interaction in planar orientation
(Lid layer) where U22 and A45 interact through canonical
Watson–Crick pair while U42 and A45 form a Watson–
Crick/Hoogsteen cis base pair (Fig. 3). This triple forms the
upper part of the DFHBI-binding pocket into which the
DFHBI intercalates in a planar conformation and makes ex-
tensive aromatic stacking interactions with the first G-quartet
layer. In addition to stacking interaction with layer 1 of the G-
quartet, the phenol group of the DFHBI makes an interaction
involving its hydroxyl and the ribose hydroxyl of G16.

Moreover, the imidazole ring of the dye
makes direct contacts with A50 and
G21. The high resolution of our structure
allows the unambiguous fit of the active
cis isomer of the DFHBI in the density
map (Supplemental Fig. S3), further con-
firming that the complex is in its native
form.

Finally, the center core of the molecule
is flanked by two helical regions com-
posed of Watson–Crick interactions in-
volving nucleotides 1–14 and 56–69 in
the basal stem and nucleotides 24–30 in
35–41 in the apical stem, the latter being
capped by a tetraloop.

Structural comparative analysis
of iSpinach and Spinach aptamers

The overall structure of iSpinach/DFHBI
complex is very similar to that reported
for Spinach 1 and 2 aptamers, suggesting
that the beneficialmutations contained in
iSpinach may have subtle yet important
effects. To shed light on the contribution
of these mutations, we compared the
structure obtained in the present study
with those previously reported with dif-
ferent RNA constructs (Huang et al.
2014; Warner et al. 2014). To this end,

FIGURE 3. iSpinach crystallographic structure. The crystal structure of iSpinach-D5-G30–A32 is
shown in light gray (top left) together with a zoom on the core region of the molecule involved in
DFHBI binding. The ligand DFHBI is colored in green. The quartet motif is in magenta from dark
magenta in layer 1, magenta layer 2, and light magenta layer 3. Potassium ions are represented by
yellow spheres and the anomalous differential electronic density maps (Fo–Fc at 6.0 σ level) are
shown as a blue mesh around the spheres. The interactions are represented by black dashed lines.
The waters are represented by red dots. All the zoomed layers are shown perpendicular to the he-
lical axis as well.
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we selected from each study the structure of the aptamer in
complex with DFHBI having the highest resolution (i.e.,
PDB code 4KZD.pdb [Huang et al. 2014] and 4TS0.pdb
[Warner et al. 2014]). Hereafter, these structures will be
called, respectively, Spinach-P and Spinach-FdA for ease of
reading (Supplemental Fig. S4).

The iSpinach core region spans from the G14–G56 base
pair to the triple base pairs that define the lid layer of the
DFHBI-binding pocket (Fig. 1). The superposition of the
three structures (Fig. 4) indicates that they are very similar
in their core region as highlighted by the very low RMSD
(Supplemental Table S4). Consistently, the position and the
relative orientation of the DFHBI inside the core of the
RNA aptamer do not show differences between the three
structures (Supplemental Fig. S5). Yet, interesting differences
were observed. First, U17 in iSpinach (originally A24 in
Spinach-P and A27 in Spinach-FdA) is exposed to the solvent
(Fig. 4, bottom left), making a clear-cut interpretation of the
effect of interchanging a purine for a pyrimidine challenging.
Nevertheless, the distance between the OP1 phosphate of
U17 and the O2′ of U42 ribose is 3.6 Å (U42 is involved in
Hoogsteen triple interaction in the Lid layer of DHFBI), a dis-
tance significantly shorter than in Spinach-FdA (4.3 Å) and
in Spinach-P (4.5 Å) and compatible with the formation of
an electrostatic contact. Therefore, even though additional
experiments will be required to conclude on the exact contri-
bution of U17, our data suggest that this residue could act by
increasing the folding stability of the DFHBI-binding pocket.

This mutation was also found to be the only one tolerated in
the G-quadruplex region and its introduction in the original
Spinach aptamer was also found to increase the fluorescence
of the complex (Ketterer et al. 2015). Moreover, Broccoli, an-
other DFHBI-binding aptamer (Filonov et al. 2014) pro-
posed to share the same core structure as Spinach (Ageely
et al. 2016), also possesses a U at the same position, further
supporting the key role of this residue. Second, of the three
structures, the present one is the only one in which both po-
tassium ions of the G-quartet core are seen with the proper
coordination state. Indeed, in Spinach-P only the first potas-
sium ion (K1) was observed between layers 1 and 2, while a
water molecule occupies the K2 position. In addition, even
though both K1 and K2 ions are seen in Spinach-FdA struc-
ture, the coordination of K2 is only seven. On the contrary, in
the present structure a water molecule (W1) coordinating
K2 is clearly observed on the density map (Fig. 3). W1 is
held in place by an interaction network involving a second
water molecule (W2) and the residues G14 and G56.
Interestingly, in Spinach these residues are two adenines
(A14 and A56) interacting by a single H-bond between N1
and N6 in both structures (Fig. 4, top right). Conversely, in
iSpinach, there are bifurcated H-bonds between G14 (N1)
and G56 (O6) with G56 (N2), while W2 mediates four H-
bonds between this base pair and layer 3 (Fig. 3).
Regarding the impact of these mutations, 4KZD and 4KZE
PDB structures (Huang et al. 2014) provide important infor-
mation. The comparison of the DFHBI-bound Spinach-P

FIGURE 4. Superposition of different Spinach/DFHBI complex crystal structures. The structure obtained in the present study is shown in gray and is
superimposed to that of Spinach-FdA (shown in green) and that of Spinach-P (shown in orange). The regions containing the beneficial mutations are
zoomed-in and the mutated residues are shown in red, whereas the wild-type ones are shown according to the color code used before. Potassium ions
are represented by yellow spheres and water molecules by red dots.
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(4KZD) with the DFHBI-free Spinach-P (4KZE) shows the
substitution of U54 by A48 in layer 3. It is possible that a
movement consequent to DFHBI binding promotes the
loss of K2 coordination. Therefore, we suggest that GoG
has a positive impact during this transition by holding the
K2 in position via the water W1 and helping to stabilize the
G-quartet core. This observation is consistent with the fact
that, in our original screen, the two G’s were always found to-
gether (Autour et al. 2016). This G pair was also recently
found to increase the fluorescence of Broccoli, but at the ex-
pense of an increased dependency on magnesium (Ageely
et al. 2016). The possibility that W2 is an ion (magnesium
or sodium) was taken into account during the refinement
process; however, this option was rejected after an exhaustive
analysis because a correct coordination geometry was absent
(Supplemental Fig. S6; Zheng et al. 2009, 2017).
Extending the superimposition of the three structures be-

yond the core significantly increased the RMSD values as a
consequence of the variations in the stems of the RNAs.
Indeed, the basal stems have different orientations with re-
spect to the G-quadruplex domains, which are especially ac-
centuated in the Spinach-FdA structure (in green on Fig. 4).
Furthermore, the apical stem is even more challenging to
compare because the designs of the different aptamers are
completely different. Indeed, while in iSpinach the apical
stem is closed by a UNCG tetraloop, in Spinach-P the loop
is replaced by an RNA element bound to an antibody, and
the Spinach-FdA structure results from the assembly of two
single strands (Supplemental Fig. S4). Nevertheless, local su-
perimpositions of the three structures allowed us to further
decipher the contribution of the two left mutations (C39
and C8). As expected for the conversion of a weak GoU
into a more stable G=C pair, no structural difference was ob-
served at the level of the C39 mutation (Fig. 4, top left). This
confirms our initial suggestion (Autour et al. 2016) that the
evolutionary process selected the mutation U39C only to in-
crease the stability of the helixwithoutmodifying its structure.
Since iSpinach and Spinach-P shared the same sequence from
G28–C39 to the first layer ofG-quartet, bothmolecules super-
posed well over this region. Conversely, the equivalent region
of Spinach-FdA (G36–C57/U58/A35–U59) displays a bulged
U residue that slightly disturbs the continuity of the helix.
Finally, the U to C substitution at position 8 produces a better
interactionwith theGof the complementary strand. TheGoU
pair promotes the displacement of the complementary base
by 1.4 Å and 3.2 Å (measured fromN1 of the base) and a dis-
placement of 1.6 Å and 9.7 Å in Spinach-P and Spinach-FdA
structures, respectively (Fig. 4, bottom right). Overall, thema-
jor groove is wider in the Spinach-FdA structure due to the
presence of a 2-nt bulge (Supplemental Fig. S7).
In conclusion, the cocrystal structure of iSpinach in com-

plex with the DFHBI helps in the understanding of the con-
tribution of the different mutations combined in the new
aptamer. Indeed, whereas C8 and C39 were found to have
the anticipated stabilization action by changing GoU pairs

into more stable G=C’s, the effect of U17, G14, and G56
were less obvious a priori. Nevertheless, our model now al-
lows us to propose that these mutations could, at least in
part, act by forming a new electrostatic interaction (U17) as
well as ensuring a tighter coordination of the second potassi-
um ion of the G-quartet via a water molecule (G14 and G56).
The net effect of these different mutations is to compact and
stabilize the structure of the aptamer, especially that of the G-
quadruplex core and of the DFHBI binding pocket, making
the iSpinach/DFHBI complex far less salt sensitive and
more thermostable than the parental molecule as previously
observed (Autour et al. 2016). This improved folding capacity
is also supported by the fact that we could obtain diffracting
crystals with minimal modification of the sequence. Indeed,
only two base-pair inversions were introduced in the basal
stem to optimize RNA synthesis, and a single point mutation
was introduced in the apical loop to promote crystal-packing
interactions. This clearly contrasts with previous work in
which the RNA was formed from two half-molecules an-
nealed together (Warner et al. 2014), or where the apical
loop was substituted by a Fab-binding domain (Huang
et al. 2014). This capacity of iSpinach to crystallize in its
near-native state suggests a high structural homogeneity in-
side the population of molecules underlining the good fold-
ing capacity of iSpinach. Nevertheless, despite this improved
folding capacity, iSpinach still shares the complex structural
organization of the Spinach family (i.e., a mixed-base quad-
ruplex core surrounded by two flanking A-form helices),
characterized by a complex connectivity. Whereas building
the dye-binding pocket around a base quadruple is common
to several fluorogenic RNA aptamers (Trachman et al.
2017b), the use of more conventional G-quadruplex folding
with short propeller arms may enable the connectivity of
these molecules to be simplified by using, for instance, a sim-
ple GNRA-derived motif as recently described for Mango
RNA (Trachman et al. 2017a). Therefore, future work may
lead to the isolation of fluorogenic aptamers with folding
properties even surpassing that of iSpinach. Finally, the pre-
sent structure will also be of great interest for future experi-
ments aimed at engineering the aptamer, for instance to
convert iSpinach into an allosteric fluorogenic RNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

iSpinach RNA synthesis

The different primers used are summarized in Supplemental Table
S1 and were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies. For each
construct, 0.1 pmol of template was introduced in 100 µL of a PCR
mixture containing 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 0.2 µM of each primer
(forward and reverse), 0.1 U/µL of DreamTaq (ThermoFisher),
and the corresponding buffer at the recommended working concen-
tration. The mixture was then thermocycled starting with an initial
denaturation step of 30 sec at 95°C followed by 25 cycles of 5 sec at
95°C and 30 sec at 60°C. Upon thermocycling, the 100 µL of PCR
mixture were introduced in 1 mL of in vitro transcription mixture
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containing 2 mM of each NTP, 25 mMMgCl2, 40 mMTris–HCl pH
8.0, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM Spermidine, 70 µg/mL T7 RNA polymerase,
and 5 µg/mL inorganic pyrophosphatase (Roche). After 6 h of incu-
bation at 37°C, 10 units of Baseline-Zero DNase (Epicentre) and the
corresponding buffer were added to the mixture and a second incu-
bation of 1 h at 37°C was performed. RNA was recovered by phenol
extraction followed by an ethanol precipitation in the presence of
300 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 3 volumes
of ice cold 100% ethanol overnight at −20°C. After centrifugation
and a wash in 70% ethanol, the pellets were dissolved in denaturing
buffer (0.05% bromophenol blue, 0.05% xylene cyanol, 20% glycer-
ol, TBE 1×, 8 M urea) and the solution loaded on a 12% denaturing
8 M urea acrylamide/bisacrylamide gel. The piece of gel containing
the RNA was identified by UV shadowing, sliced from the gel, and
transferred into a BioTrap device (GE Healthcare) filled with TBE
buffer. RNA was eluted for 3 h at 200 V and 4°C prior to being pre-
cipitated in the presence of 300 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 (Sigma-
Aldrich) and 3 volumes of ice cold 100% ethanol overnight at −20°
C. RNAwas then recovered by centrifugation, the pellet washed with
70% ethanol prior to being resuspended in deionized DEPC treated-
water (Roth). RNA was finally quantified by OD measurement at
260 nm using a NanoDrop device.

As a quality control, the RNAwas analyzed on an 8%denaturing 8
M urea acrylamide/bisacrylamide gel. Moreover, 2 µM of RNA were
renaturated in water by 2min of warming at 85°C followed by a cool-
ing of 5 min at 25°C using a thermocycler before adding a volume of
2× incubation buffer (80 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM MgCl2, and
200mMKCl) andDFHBI (Lucerna Technologies) to a final concen-
tration of 1.2 µM. Finally, the fluorescence was measured in a real-
time Thermocycler (Mx3005P, Agilent) on the FAM channel (ex:
492 nm/em: 516 nm) of the device.

RNA/DFHBI cocrystallization

A solution of 210 µM of RNA was renaturated as described above
and mixed 1:1.2 with DFHBI in a solution containing 40 mM
Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM MgCl2, and 100 mM KCl.

In crystallization conditions consisting of Li2SO4 (1.9–1.6M)MES
pH 5.4 MgCl2 (15–5 mM) at 20°C, both iSpinach-D5 and iSpinach-
D5-G30–A32 crystallized with the same shape: lentils/ball shape. A
second set of crystals was obtained in MPD (28%–34%), sodium
spermine (10–14 mM), 12 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.4, and NaCl (40–
90 mM) at 20°C and 30°C, but with two different shapes: For
iSpinach-D5, only needles were observed, while iSpinach-D5-G30–
A32 had a laminar shape crystal. In this crystallization condition,
small elliptic crystals were also found with iSpinach-D5-G30–G32.

A solution of 2.0 M Li2SO4, 50 mM MES pH 5.4, 5 mM MgCl2
and 20% glycerol was used as cryo-protector for the first crystalliza-
tion conditions; while a solution of 36%MPD, 12mM sodium sper-
mine, 40mM sodium cacodylate HCl pH 7.0, 60mMNaCl and 10%
glycerol was used for the second one. Samples in both conditions
were frozen in liquid ethane and stored in liquid nitrogen.

Data collection and processing

Data were collected at the X06DA beamline at the SLS using a
PILATUS 2M detector. The wavelength was set to 1.8 Å. Several
data sets were collected for “lentils/ball shape” crystals for
iSpinach-D5 and iSpinach-D5-G30–A32 constructs as well as for
iSpinach-D5-G30–A32 with “laminar” crystal shape. Whereas

most of the crystals had very poor (or no) diffraction
(Supplemental Table S2), the “laminar” crystal obtained with
iSpinach-D5-G30–A32 allowed the structure of the complex to be
solved. All data sets collected from the “laminar” crystal were pro-
cessed and scaled independently with XDSGUI (Kabsch 2010). All
of them showed the same space group and cell dimension, therefore
all were merged together in one data set for the refinement process
with XDSGUI software. For phase determination, one of the
Spinach structures solved previously (PDB code: 4Q9R.pdb,
Huang et al. 2014) was used as a searchmodel for molecular replace-
ment using PHASER (PHENIX) (Adams et al. 2010). The final
structure was obtained after alternative cycles of refinement with
PHENIX and manual refinement with COOT (Supplemental
Table S3; Emsley and Cowtan 2004). The final refined model was
deposited on the PDB under the reference 5OB3.

iSpinach fluorescence comparison between solution
and crystal

The crystals obtained with iSpinach-D5-G30–A32 construct in both
crystallographic conditions (Li2SO4 and MPD) were washed 3–4
times in respective crystallographic condition from the reservoir
(Supplemental Table S2) in order to remove RNA molecules left in
the solution. A single crystal was loaded into a Crystal Clear Special
Glass 10 capillary (Hampton Research, 0.4 mm inner diameter).

For complexes kept in solution, 2 μM of iSpinach-D5-G30–A32
was mixed with 2.4 µM DFHBI in 40 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 1
mM MgCl2 and 100 mM KCl and, afterwards, mixed at 50% with
their respective crystallogenesis buffer (Supplemental Table S2).
The mixture was then emulsified into 100 pL water-in-oil droplets
using Novec 7500 (3M) fluorinated oil supplemented with 2% of
fluorosurfactant and using a microfluidic device as described previ-
ously (Autour et al. 2016). The collected emulsions were then loaded
into the same capillary as those used with crystals. Fluorescence in-
tensity decay was monitored by placing the loaded capillaries onto
the platform of an epi-fluorescence microscope (TiE, Nikon) and
exposing it to a constant illumination at 475 nm at the maximum
intensity of the light source (Lumencor). An Orca Flash 4 camera
using a proper filter set was used to collect the light emitted at
490–530 nm and the fluorescence was quantified using custom-
made analysis software written in MatLab.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental material is available for this article.
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